Tork Intuition® Hand Towel Roll Dispenser,
(Battery)
product: 309606
system: H1 - hand towel roll system
Material: Plastic
Color: White
Width: 12.25 in
Height: 14 in
Depth: 8.125 in
Dispenser Key #: 200260

benefit
The touch-free electronic Tork Intuition® virtually eliminates cross contamination while cutting
back on supply waste. Each unit features a choice of two dispensing modes. The sensor mode, in
which the towel remains inside the cabinet until the user activates the sensor, delivers maximum
hygiene. The hanging mode, in which a single towel is exposed for immediate access, is ideal for
high-traffic venues. An adjustable towel length of 8 inches to 24 inches, an adjustable time delay
of less than one second to over four seconds, and a stub roll compartment combine to deliver
more precise control of consumption are a few of the features available. See-through window
shows when it's time to re-fill, saving maintenance time. Batteries lasts up to 40 rolls on average
with normal usage. It's easy to reach and simple to reload. Versatile Installation- Intuition® can be
mounted directly to wall or within a recessed compartment. Numerous back-plate mounting slots fit
most any pattern. Utilizes Tork Towels - smart solution one paper SKU - any Tork roll towel fits
into Tork Intuition® Dispensers for automatic hands-free Tork dispensing. Uses 3 "D size"
batteries.Also available in Quartz 309608, Nickelite 309605.Replaces 309506.

product properties
The touch-free electronic Tork Intuition® virtually eliminates cross contamination while cutting
back on supply waste. Each unit features a choice of two dispensing modes. The sensor mode, in
which the towel remains inside the cabinet until the user activates the sensor, delivers maximum
hygiene. The hanging mode, in which a single towel is exposed for immediate access, is ideal for
high-traffic venues. An adjustable towel length of 8 inches to 24 inches, an adjustable time delay

of less than one second to over four seconds, and a stub roll compartment combine to deliver
more precise control of consumption are a few of the features available. See-through window
shows when it's time to re-fill, saving maintenance time. Batteries lasts up to 40 rolls on average
with normal usage. It's easy to reach and simple to reload. Versatile Installation- Intuition® can be
mounted directly to wall or within a recessed compartment. Numerous back-plate mounting slots fit
most any pattern. Utilizes any Tork H1 Roll Towel. Uses 3 "D size" batteries.

shipping data
package information:
UPC:
items: 1

case information:
SCC: 10073286618532
items: 1
packages: 1
height: 10.8 in
width: 15.0 in
length: 17.0 in
volume: 1.6 ft3
net weight: 8.70 lb
gross weight: 10.10 lb

